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Inspiration for the workshop

The study of the qualitative properties of reaction networks has gown
tremendously, and involves lots of different mathematics and applications:

1. Study of ODE models,

2. Study of discrete stochastic (Markov) models,

3. Dynamical systems,

4. Algebraic methods,

5. Stochastic analysis,

6. Biological applications,

7. Engineering and control,

8. Theoretical computer science.

We thought it would be great to get everyone together and solve some
problems, and formulate more!



Goal of workshop: lots of open time to actually work on problems

Our goal was to have lots of unscheduled time for working on open problems:

I Monday
I 4 - 6pm Breakout session
I 7:30 - 8:30pm Optional tutorial or open problem time

I Tuesday
I Breakout from 1:30 - 4pm
I 7:30 - 8:30pm Optional tutorial or open problem time

I Wednesday
I open afternoon

I Thursday
I 1 - 4pm Breakout session

I Friday: some talks, open for discussions, talks on work started here.



Breakout sessions

Having breakout sessions with 42 participants is non-trivial. Here is the plan!

1. If you want to suggest a problem for a group to study: find a large
notepad on an easel and write your problem on it.

2. We will convene at beginning of breakout time and discuss which
problems are going to be worked on. (potentially lots)

3. We break into groups and work and talk! (We have multiple rooms here)

4. Reconvene 15 minutes before end of period to report (this will help the
whole group and the organizers).

Also: only about 1/2 of participants are talking (in order to maximize work
time). If you want to present an open problem for 5 minutes at beginning of
breakout session or after dinner, please find an organizer.



Breakout sessions

Notes:
I The sessions could be tutorials!

I If you want something in tutorial format, write it on the notepad!!!

I We will try to make that happen. Maybe after dinner, though.

I Of course, feel free to break off into smaller groups on your own during
breakout time! It’s your time to be productive and have fun!

I The breakout sessions will only work if multiple people suggest problems
throughout the day. Please do so!

Isn’t this too complicated? Organizing 10 people is easy. 42, not so much....



Overview talks

I We have multiple overview talks.

I George and I will do so for chemical reaction network theory from
dynamical systems point of view.

I I will use my time to

I Get people acquainted with some of the notation from chemical reaction
network theory – basic definitions and the ODE and Markov models,

I Use deficiency zero theory to motivate terminology and open problems,

I I will end with what I think are some interesting open problems for the
stochastic models that I would like to see solved (or at least worked on).

I I will hand over to George for a discussion of chemical reaction network
theory (some history), and some open problems for ODE models.



Definitions/notation/open problems

Big Question: what are the connections between the reaction graph of an
interaction network (CRN) and the qualitative dynamics or stationary
behavior of its associated mathematical model.SONTAG: STRUCTURE AND STABILITY OF CERTAIN CHEMICAL NETWORKS 1035

Fig. 2. McKeithan’s network.

[20] in order to describe how a chain of modifications of the
T-cell receptor complex, via tyrosine phosphorylation and other
reactions, may give rise to both increased sensitivity and selec-
tivity of response. Let us introduce two additional variables
and , which represent the concentrations of T-cell receptor
(TCR) and a peptide-major histocompatibility complex (MHC).
The constant is the association rate constant for the reac-
tion which produces an initial ligand-receptor complex from
TCRs andMHCs. The quantities represent concentrations
of various intermediate complexes, and McKeithan postulates
that recognition signals are determined by the concentrations of
the final complex . The constants are the rate constants
for each of the steps of phosphorylation or other intermediate
modifications, and the constants are dissociation rates.
Global stability of a unique equilibrium will be deduced from

Part c) in Theorem 2 when we view the equations as those of an
appropriate system (5) restricted to a suitable class (which is de-
termined by the constants and ). The complete reaction
network is represented graphically in Fig. 2 (this is the same as
[20, Fig. 1], except that we do not make the simplifying assump-
tion of equal rates). In other words, we have a system of form
(5), where we use as a state, and
take

...
...

...
...

and with , ( ),
( ), and all other . The

corresponding set of differential equations is

...

...

Notice that
, and the positive classes are of the form ,

intersections with of the affine planes

with and . The original system is nothing else
than the restriction of the dynamics to the class determined by

and . Thus, the conclusions will follow from
Theorem 2 as soon as we prove that for any pos-
itive class . Pick any and any positive class .
According to Proposition VI.3, it will be enough to find some

with the property that for all .
Here, and for . If
the property is not satisfied for some , then

for all . But in this case, the equations for give
that and also , so can be used. In
conclusion, , and hence Part c) of the theorem applies.
Let us compute equilibria explicitly. Setting right-hand sides

to zero gives , and recursively
using we may express all
s as multiples of . We also have

. Thus

where the s are rational functions of the constants defining the
system (these are the equilibria studied in [20]). It is obvious in
this example that we obtained a two-dimensional (
) nonsingular algebraic subvariety of .
We next discuss the application of Theorem 3 to this example.

As , we consider feedback laws of the type
, where and , satisfy (14) and

(15). Since is spanned by ,
this means that (14) is satisfied provided that or

, and this is sufficient to guarantee that also (15)
satisfied. In other words, stabilization to any desired equilibrium
is possible provided that some pair of reactants, including at
least one of or , can be manipulated by a controller.
To illustrate some of our constructions in a comparatively

trivial case, let us now specialize even further, taking just
and all constants equal to one. (This is mathematically the same
as the example treated in Section I-A.) Writing instead
of , we have the system

and is a hyperbolic pa-
raboloid (intersected with the main orthant). This is obviously
a nonsingular algebraic set, but it is instructive to see it also as
the image of the diffeomorphism : constructed in
the proof of Theorem 5 in Section V-B. Using ,
we have the formula for

. Here, is the span of ,
i.e., , and

, so it is clear that
.

Note, incidentally. that there are boundary equilibria as well:
, but none of these
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Definitions

Definition
A reaction network is a triple of finite sets, usually denoted {S, C,R}:

(i) Species, S: the components whose abundances we wish to model
dynamically,

(ii) Complexes, C: non-negative linear combinations of the species, and

(iii) Reactions, R: a binary relation on the complexes. The relation is
typically denoted with “→”.

For yk → y ′k ∈ R, we call

I yk the source complex
I y ′k the product complex.

The reaction vectors are:
ζk = y ′k − yk .



Reaction networks: {S, C,R}
Example:

Species: S = {A,B,C,D,E}.

Complexes: C = {A, 2B, A + C, D, B + E}.

Reactions:
R = {A→ 2B, 2B → A, A+C → D, D → A+C, D → B+E , B+E → A+C}.

ζ1 =


−1

2
0
0
0

 , ζ2 =


1

−2
0
0
0

 , ζ3 =


−1

0
−1

1
0

 , . . .



Dynamics – deterministic with mass-action kinetics

Example:

A + B
κ1→ 2B (R1)

B
κ2→ A (R2)

Let x(t) ∈ R2
≥0 give concentrations of molecules of A and B:

ẋ = r1(x)

[
−1

1

]
+ r2(x)

[
1
−1

]
.

Deterministic mass-action kinetics says:

r1(x) = κ1xAxB, and r2(x) = κ2xB.

so

ẋA = −κ1xAxB + κ2xB

ẋB = κ1xAxB − κ2xB.



Dynamics – deterministic

Consider a general system with S = {S1, . . . ,Sd}, and k th reaction

yk → y ′k

• The rate of k th reaction is rk : Rd
≥0 → R.

• As before:
d
dt

x(t) =
∑

k

rk (x(t)) · (y ′k − yk ),



Deterministic mass-action kinetics
Consider reaction

yk → y ′k

Then rate is

rk (x) = κk xyk := κk

d∏
i=1

xyki
i .

Example: If S1 → anything, then rk (x) = κk x1.

Example: If S1 + S2 → anything, then rk (x) = κk x1x2.

Example: If 2S2 → anything, then rk (x) = κk x2
2 .

Example: If 3S1 + 2S2 + S3 → anything, then rk (x) = κk x3
1 x2

2 x3.

Yields:
ẋ =

∑
k

κk xyk (y ′k − yk )

a highly non-linear ODE with polynomial right-hand side (allowing for
algebraic techniques)



Dynamics – deterministic

Example:



Dynamics: discrete – stochastic

Usual model: treats system as discrete state, continuous-time Markov chain.

1. State of system at time t , X (t) ∈ Zd
≥0, gives counts of each species.

2. Reactions are possible transitions for the state.

3. Rate of transition from

x → x + y ′k − yk

is λk (x), called the intensity function.

4. So, if k th reaction occurs at time t :

X (t) = X (t−) + y ′k − yk .



Dynamics: discrete – stochastic

Example:

∅
α

�
β

A

with intensities:

λ1(x) = α

λ2(x) = βx .

I Holding times are exponential with rate

λ0(X (t)) = α + βX (t)

I Probability of next reaction is

P(next is Reaction 1) =
α

α + βX (t)
, P(next is Reaction 2) =

βX (t)
α + βX (t)

.



Dynamics: discrete – stochastic

Example:

A + B
κ1→ 2B (R1)

B
κ2→ A (R2)

X (t) = X (0) + R1(t)
[
−1
1

]
+ R2(t)

[
1
−1

]
.

For Markov models can take

R1(t) = Y1

(
κ1

∫ t

0
XA(s)XB(s)ds

)
, R2(t) = Y2

(
κ2

∫ t

0
XB(s)ds

)
where Y1,Y2 are independent unit-rate Poisson processes.



Model of viral infection: Srivistava, You, Summers, and Yin, J. Theor. Biol., 218 (2002)

R1) T 1→ T + G, R2) G 0.025→ T , R3) T 1000→ T + S,

R4) T 0.25→ ∅, R5) S 2→ ∅, R6) G + S 7.5×10−6
→ V ,

XG(t) = XG(0) + Y1

(∫ t

0
XT (s)ds

)
− Y2

(
0.025

∫ t

0
XG(s)ds

)
− Y6

(
7.5 × 10−6

∫ t

0
XG(s)XS(s)ds

)

XS(t) = XS(0) + Y3

(
1000

∫ t

0
XT (s)ds

)
− Y5

(
2
∫ t

0
XS(s)ds

)
− Y6

(
7.5 × 10−6

∫ t

0
XG(s)XS(s)ds

)

XT (t) = XT (0) + Y2

(
0.025

∫ t

0
XG(s)ds

)
− Y4

(
0.25

∫ t

0
XT (s)ds

)

XV (t) = XV (0) + Y6

(
7.5 × 10−6

∫ t

0
XG(s)XS(s)ds

)
.
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Dynamics: discrete – stochastic

For general system, we have S = {S1, . . . ,Sd}, with k th reaction

yk → y ′k

• The intensity (or rate or propensity) of k th reaction is λk : Zd
≥0 → R.

• As before:
X (t) = X (0) +

∑
k

Rk (t)(y ′k − yk ),

with

X (t) = X (0) +
∑

k

Yk

(∫ t

0
λk (X (s))ds

)
(y ′k − yk ),

Yk are independent, unit-rate Poisson processes.



Mass-action kinetics

The standard intensity function chosen is stochastic mass-action kinetics:

λk (x) = κk

∏
i

xi !

(xi − yi,k )!
.

Example: If S1 → anything, then λk (x) = κk x1.

Example: If S1 + S2 → anything, then λk (x) = κk x1x2.

Example: If 2S2 → anything, then λk (x) = κk x2(x2 − 1) ≈ κ2x2
2 if x2 � 1.



Other ways to understand model

Could just say that model is a continuous time Markov chain on Zd
≥0 with

infinitesimal generator

Af (x) = lim
h→0

Ex [f (X (h)]− f (x)

h
=
∑

k

λk (x)(f (x + y ′k − yk )− f (x)).

and forward (chemical master) equation

p′t (x) =
∑

k

pt (x − y ′k + yk )λk (x − y ′k + yk )−
∑

k

pt (x)λk (x)



Back to the BIG QUESTION

Big Questions:

1. Can we relate easily checked properties of the reaction graph to
dynamical properties of the mathematical model?

2. Can we do so in a manner in which rate constants do not play an
important role?

3. Can we understand the relationship between the two modeling choices?

I will give some key definitions:

1. Linkage class

2. Stoichiometric subspace and compatibility classes.

3. Weak reversibility and reversibility

4. Deficiency

5. Complex-balanced equilibrium



Terminology

Definition
The connected components of the network graph are termed the linkage
classes.
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Terminology
Definition
Let ζk = y ′k − yk be the reaction vectors of a reaction network.

I S = span{ζk} is the stoichiometric subspace.
I Translations of S are called stoichiometric compatibility classes.
I Intersections of stoichiometric compatibility classes with Rd

≥0 and Rd
>0

are the non-negative and positive stoichiometric compatibility classes.

Example:

A + B α→ 2B

B β→ A
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Terminology

Definition
A reaction network is weakly reversible if each linkage class is strongly
connected.

A reaction network is reversible if yk → y ′k ∈ R implies y ′k → yk ∈ R.SONTAG: STRUCTURE AND STABILITY OF CERTAIN CHEMICAL NETWORKS 1035

Fig. 2. McKeithan’s network.

[20] in order to describe how a chain of modifications of the
T-cell receptor complex, via tyrosine phosphorylation and other
reactions, may give rise to both increased sensitivity and selec-
tivity of response. Let us introduce two additional variables
and , which represent the concentrations of T-cell receptor
(TCR) and a peptide-major histocompatibility complex (MHC).
The constant is the association rate constant for the reac-
tion which produces an initial ligand-receptor complex from
TCRs andMHCs. The quantities represent concentrations
of various intermediate complexes, and McKeithan postulates
that recognition signals are determined by the concentrations of
the final complex . The constants are the rate constants
for each of the steps of phosphorylation or other intermediate
modifications, and the constants are dissociation rates.
Global stability of a unique equilibrium will be deduced from

Part c) in Theorem 2 when we view the equations as those of an
appropriate system (5) restricted to a suitable class (which is de-
termined by the constants and ). The complete reaction
network is represented graphically in Fig. 2 (this is the same as
[20, Fig. 1], except that we do not make the simplifying assump-
tion of equal rates). In other words, we have a system of form
(5), where we use as a state, and
take

...
...

...
...

and with , ( ),
( ), and all other . The

corresponding set of differential equations is

...

...

Notice that
, and the positive classes are of the form ,

intersections with of the affine planes

with and . The original system is nothing else
than the restriction of the dynamics to the class determined by

and . Thus, the conclusions will follow from
Theorem 2 as soon as we prove that for any pos-
itive class . Pick any and any positive class .
According to Proposition VI.3, it will be enough to find some

with the property that for all .
Here, and for . If
the property is not satisfied for some , then

for all . But in this case, the equations for give
that and also , so can be used. In
conclusion, , and hence Part c) of the theorem applies.
Let us compute equilibria explicitly. Setting right-hand sides

to zero gives , and recursively
using we may express all
s as multiples of . We also have

. Thus

where the s are rational functions of the constants defining the
system (these are the equilibria studied in [20]). It is obvious in
this example that we obtained a two-dimensional (
) nonsingular algebraic subvariety of .
We next discuss the application of Theorem 3 to this example.

As , we consider feedback laws of the type
, where and , satisfy (14) and

(15). Since is spanned by ,
this means that (14) is satisfied provided that or

, and this is sufficient to guarantee that also (15)
satisfied. In other words, stabilization to any desired equilibrium
is possible provided that some pair of reactants, including at
least one of or , can be manipulated by a controller.
To illustrate some of our constructions in a comparatively

trivial case, let us now specialize even further, taking just
and all constants equal to one. (This is mathematically the same
as the example treated in Section I-A.) Writing instead
of , we have the system

and is a hyperbolic pa-
raboloid (intersected with the main orthant). This is obviously
a nonsingular algebraic set, but it is instructive to see it also as
the image of the diffeomorphism : constructed in
the proof of Theorem 5 in Section V-B. Using ,
we have the formula for

. Here, is the span of ,
i.e., , and

, so it is clear that
.

Note, incidentally. that there are boundary equilibria as well:
, but none of these
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Terminology

Definition
The deficiency of a reaction network is

δ = n − `− s,

where
I n = # complexes,

I ` = # linkage classes,

I s = dimension of span of reaction vectors.



Terminology

Example

n = 5

` = 2

s = 3

=⇒ δ = 5− 2− 3 = 0.



Terminology

Definition
An equilibrium (for the ODE) c is a complex-balanced equilibrium if for any
complex η ∈ C, ∑

k :yk =η

κk cyk =
∑

k :y′k =η

κk cyk ,

where
I the sum on the left is over reactions with source complex η.
I the sum on the right is over reactions with product complex η.

The equilibrium c ∈ Rd
≥0 for a reversible network is said to be

detailed-balanced if for reversible pair of reactions, yk

κk
�
κ′k

y ′k ,

κk cyk = κ′k cy′k .

George will discuss history here: how complex-balanced equilibria arose, and
connections to physics.



Deficiency

Example:

We wonder: could there be an equilibrium c satisfying,

κA→2BcA = κ2B→Ac2
B

κA+C→DcAcC = κD→A+CcD + κB+E→A+CcBcE

κD→A+CcD + κD→B+E cD = κA+C→DcAcC

κB+E→A+CcBcE = κD→B+E cD



The Deficiency Zero Theorem

Theorem (The Deficiency Zero Theorem - Horn, Jackson, Feinberg)
Suppose that the reaction network {S, C,R} is

1. weakly reversible, and

2. has a deficiency of zero.

Then, for any choice of rate constants the ODE system

1. admits precisely one equilibrium within each positive stoichiometric
compatibility class,

2. each such equilibrium is complex-balanced, and

3. each equilibrium value is locally asymptotically stable relative to its
positive compatibility class.

George has recently posted a proof of global stability!



Deficiency

Example:

We know there is a c satisfying,

κA→2BcA = κ2B→Ac2
B

κA+C→DcAcC = κD→A+CcD + κB+E→A+CcBcE

κD→A+CcD + κD→B+E cD = κA+C→DcAcC

κB+E→A+CcBcE = κD→B+E cD



What about the stochastic model?

Analog of fixed point for ODE is a stationary distribution.

π is a stationary distribution for a stochastic process if

P(X (0) = x) = π(x) for all x ∈ State space

implies
P(X (t) = x) = π(x) ∀t ≥ 0.

Can find π by setting master equation to zero and solving:∑
k

π(x − ζk )λk (x − ζk ) =
∑

k

λk (x)π(x).

If one exists (and process is non-explosive), then it is unique and

lim
t→∞

P(X (t) = x) = π(x) for all x ∈ State space

Hence, stationary distributions characterize the long-time behavior of the
model.



The Deficiency Zero Theorem - stochastic

Theorem
Let {S, C,R} be a reaction network and let {κk} be a choice of rate
constants. Suppose that the reaction graph is

1. weakly reversible and

2. has a deficiency of zero.

Let c ∈ Rd
>0 be a complex-balanced equilibrium for the deterministic model.

Then the stochastically modeled system has a stationary distribution
consisting of the product of Poisson distributions,

π(x) =
d∏

i=1

cxi
i

xi !
e−ci , x ∈ Zd

≥0. (1)

If Zd
≥0 is irreducible, then (1) is the unique stationary distribution. If Zd

≥0 is not
irreducible, then for an irreducible component of the state space, Γ, the
stationary distribution on Γ is the projection of (1),

πΓ(x) = MΓ

d∏
i=1

cxi
i

xi !
, x ∈ Γ,

and πΓ(x) = 0 otherwise, where MΓ is a positive normalizing constant.



Examples – (M/M/∞ queue)

∅
α

�
β

A

Ode model:
ẋ = α− βx =⇒ c =

α

β
.

State space of stochastic model is

{0, 1, 2, . . . }

so

π(x) = e−
α
β ·

(α
β

)x

x!
.



Examples

A
α

�
β

2A

ODE model:
ẋ = αx − βx2 =⇒ c =

α

β
.

State space of stochastic model is

{1, 2, . . . }

So, for x ∈ {1, 2, . . . }

π(x) =
1

e
α
β − 1

·
(α
β

)x

x!



Enzyme kinetics

Consider the slightly different enzyme kinetics given by

E + S � ES � E + P , E � ∅

I We see S + ES + P = N.

I In distributional equilibrium:

I E has Poisson distribution,

I S, ES, P have a multinomial distribution, and

I E is independent from S, ES, and P.



Open questions
I What other network structures imply positive recurrence?

Conjecture: weak reversibility - same intuition as for Global Attractor
Conjecture.

I What conditions guarantee a model will (or will not) undergo an
extinction event?

This is quite subtle. For example,

A + B
κ1→ 2B

B
κ2→ A

has extinction. But

A + B
κ1→ B + C

κ3
�
κ4

2B

C
κ2→ A,

does not. These models are largely equivalent (C is another form of B)
and A is ACR in both(!):

ā =
κ2κ4

κ1κ3
.



Open questions

I When can we “merge” two models with known behavior and know the
behavior of resulting system? For example, if we add inflows and
outflows, when will stability of stable models be preserved?
Examples show the answer is “not always.” When is it true?

Example
Consider

2A→ 3A

3A + B → 2A + B

B � 2B,

with XA(0) ≥ 2 and XB(0) ≥ 1. Stable. Add inflows and outflows:

A � ∅� B,

now the model is explosive!



Open questions
I When does knowing that deterministic model has “nice” behavior imply

the stochastic model has “nice” behavior (non-explosion, recurrence,
etc.)? (For example, complex-balanced equilibrium =⇒ very nice)

Example
Consider

2A→ 3A

3A + B → 2A + B

B � 2B

A � ∅� B

I Stable, globally attracting equilibrium for ODE
I stochastic model is explosive.

Example
Another with stable ODE, but not positive recurrent

∅ κ1→ A, ∅ κ1→ B

A + B
κ2→ ∅



Open questions

I When can we guarantee a model has no explosions?

Easy to show that if all complexes are bi-molecular. What else? Weak
reversibility?



Open questions

So many questions! I hope we can make some progress
this week!


